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Exam directives. In order to pass the exam, the following requirements have to
be met:

- Clear your desk (no cell phones, cameras, etc.): on your desk you should only
have your Legi, your pen and your notes. We provide you with the necessary
paper and exam sheets.

- Carefully read the first pages of the exam. Write your name and student ID
where requested. Before handing in the exam, SIGN ON THE FIRST
PAGE.

- Your notes (personal summary) should consist of no more than three A4
sheets (six pages). The personal summary must be handwritten. You
are not allowed to bring a copy of somebody else’s summary.

- Your answers should be handwritten in blue or black pen (no pencils), clearly
readable and in English. Only one answer per question is accepted. Invalid
answers should be clearly crossed out.

- To answer new questions (e.g. Question 1, not sub-questions!), always use a
new page. On the top-right corner of every page write your complete name
and Legi-ID. Unless otherwise noted in the question, you should always hand-
in your answers on paper!

- You must hand in: the exam cover, any extra notes provided by us, the sheets
with the exam questions and your solutions. The exam will not be accepted
if any of these items are missing.

- If something is disturbing you during the exam or preventing you from peace-
fully solving the exam, please report it immediately to an assistant. Later
complaints will not be accepted.
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Grading table

Question Maximum score Score TA 1 TA 2

Question 1 30

Question 2 25

Question 3 20

Question 4 25
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Question 1: Applied Uncertainty Quantification (30 points)

A chemical laboratory performing antibody tests against covid-19 asks you to help
them identify which patients should be labeled as positive, and which as negative
for covid antibodies. To determine whether a patient is positive or negative, the
laboratory conducts an experiment where it dilutes blood samples from the patient
several times, e.g. a dilution 1/100 denotes that the sample has been diluted by a
factor of 100. The amount of antibodies at each dilution level is evaluated through
a spectroscopy test, which measures the intensity of the signal coming from the
antibodies. The measured signal intensities are then plotted with respect to the
logarithm of the dilution, as shown in the figures below.
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Figure 1: Left: Experimental data. Right: Fit of the data with a sigmoid function.

The left figure shows only the experimental data plotted in the coordinates of
log10(Dilution), and the right figure shows a fit of the data with a sigmoid func-
tion:

f(x,ϑc) = L+
U − L

1 + Q exp(−Sx)
(1)

where ϑc = (L,U, S,Q), L is the y-value of the lower asymptote, U is the y-
value of the upper asymptote, S affects the steepness of the curve between the
asymptotes, and Q affects the location of the inflection point where the second
derivative is zero. The asymptotes are shown in Figure 1 with dashed lines.

a) Assuming the measurement noise of the experimental data follows a normal
distribution, with standard deviation σ, derive the following items from the
information given above. Explain all terms used and assumptions made.
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• experimental data
• computational model
• statistical model
• the full set of parameters to be inferred

Total: 8 points

• (2 points) Experimental data (0.5 points per item below):
– di = (xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , N

– N is the number of data points
– xi corresponds to values of log10(Dilution)

– yi corresponds to values for the measured intensity
• (2 points) Computational model: f(x,ϑc) = L+(U−L)/(1 +Q exp(−Sx)),
with x corresponding to values of log10 (Dilution), and ϑc = (L,U, S,Q),
with L,U, S,Q defined as in the text.
• (2 points) Statistical model (1 point per item below):

– y = f(x,ϑc) + ε

– ε ∼ N (0, σ2), with σ the standard deviation.
• (2 points) Full set of parameters: ϑ = (L,U, S,Q, σ). Deductions:

– -0.5p if σ is missing.
– -1p if added wrong parameters in the list.

b) Based on Figure 1, define the prior probability distributions for the parame-
ters L, U and σ. Specify both the functional form, and the values for the
parameters of the distributions. Justify your choices.
Total: 9 points (1p per distribution, 1p per distribution parameter with 2
parameters per distribution).

• (3 points) p(L) = U(l1, l2), with 0 ≤ l1 ≤ l2 ≤ 200.
• (3 points) p(U) = U(u1, u2), with 800 ≤ u1 ≤ u2 ≤ 1200.
• (3 points) p(σ) = U(s1, s2), with 0 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ 100.

Other distributions are also accepted as long as they are justified and the
chosen parameter values make sense with respect to Figure 1, e.g. Gaussian
priors with means around 100, 1000, and 50, for L, U , and σ respectively.

c) In order to decide whether the patient has antibodies against covid-19 or not,
the laboratory checks the value of the signal intensity at dilution 1/50, i.e.
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log10(Dilution) = −1.698. If the signal intensity at dilution 1/50 is above
50% of the range between the asymptotes, then the patient is labeled as
positive. Assume you got the following MAP values for the parameter vector
ϑMAP = (L,U, S,Q, σ) = (107.38, 974.12, 6.10, 5.23× 10−6, 20.45).

• What is the MAP prediction of your statistical model for the signal
intensity at log10(Dilution) = −1.698 ? Show the exact calculations
made. Hint: Don’t forget the uncertainty in your prediction!
• Based on the MAP prediction, is this patient positive or negative for covid-
19 antibodies? Show your calculations.

Total: 6 points

• Model evaluation:
– (1 points) Evaluate computational model f(x,ϑc), at x = x1/50 and
ϑc = ϑcMAP

.
– (1 points) Computational model prediction (correct value): f(x1/50, ϑcMAP

) =
851.5.

– (1 points) Statistical model prediction: yMAP ∼ N (851.5, 20.452).
– If wrote only the definition of MAP: Give in total 1 point.

• Patient labeling:
– (1 points) Compute 50% of range between asymptotes at MAP: (UMAP−
LMAP ) ∗ 0.5 +LMAP = 540.75. Also acceptable: (UMAP −LMAP ) ∗
0.5.

– (1 points) Compare with prediction of statistical model at MAP: Al-
most 100% (specifically 99.7%) of the density of a normal distribution
is within 3σ from its mean. In our case 851.5−3∗20.45 = 790.15�
540.75. Distribution:
∗ 0.5p for comparison of MAP of computational model fMAP , with
the “50% threshold”
∗ 0.5p for any comment on uncertainty of prediction, e.g. fMAP ± σ,
or N (fMAP , σ

2
MAP ).

– (1 points) Conclusion: patient is labeled positive, with high certainty.

d) Another laboratory uses a different computational model with one additional
parameter. We denote the lower dimensional model withMA, and the higher
dimensional model withMB. Using TMCMC, the log-evidence of each model
is estimated to be log p(d|MA) = −120.4 and log p(d|MB) = −150.8.
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• Based on this information, which model would you select for subsequent
predictions? Justify your answer.
• We observe that log p(d|MA) > log p(d|MB). Explain how the lower
dimensional model can have a higher evidence.

Total: 7 points

• Model selection: (Note: Typo in evidence definition! Was p(M|d) instead
of p(d|M)).
– (1 points) In this course we performed model selection using the model

evidence, p(d|M).
– (2 points) Since log p(d|MA) > log p(d|MB), then model A has

higher probability to explain the data than model B.
• Lower dimensional model with higher evidence:

– (1 points) Evidence is an interplay between likelihood and prior (or
give equation).

– (1 points) Higher dimensional model might have higher likelihood val-
ues as it has for more flexibility (more inflection points) to fit the data.

– (1 points) Higher dimensional model might have smaller prior than
lower dimensional model, since prior decreases with increasing model
dimensionality:

p(ϑ) =
D∏
i=N

p(ϑi) (2)

with D the number of dimensions and p(ϑi) < 1.
– (1 points) If likelihood of high dimensional model increases only marginally,

then lower dimensional model can have higher evidence.
– -0.5p if mentioned only “evidence takes dimensionality into account”

without mentioning how (through the prior).
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Question 2: MPI Load-Balancing (25 points)

Assume a task that is executed in parallel by M 2 different MPI processes that
are arranged in a two-dimensional M ×M grid. The task is executed in several
iterations. At a given iteration n, a workload of wn

i,j is assigned to each process
(i, j). We assume that this changes with time, according to

wn+1
i,j = wn

i,j + Sni,j (3)

where Sni,j is a source term that may increase or decrease a process’ workload.

Even if all processes start with the same workload, Equation (3) will result in
load-imbalance. The severity of this can be quantified by the load-imbalance
ratio, defined as

rn =
maxi,j w

n
i,j

w̄n
, w̄n =

1

M 2

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

wn
i,j (4)

In this question, a unit workload wn
i,j = 1 corresponds to a single execution of the

function work() by one process that owns one copy of the following struct:
1 struct Block
2 {
3 double u[L];
4 int N[2];
5

6 Block() { /∗ Initialize to some values... ∗/ }
7

8 // Do some flops, to simulate a unit workload w^n_{i,j}=1.
9 void work()

10 {
11 for (int j = 0; j < L; ++j)
12 u[j] = std::pow(u[j] + N[0], 0.1 ∗ N[1]);
13 }
14 };

Moreover, the source term Sni,j is computed as a random function of a process
ID (i, j) and it can be positive or negative if work is added or removed from a
process. It is computed in the changeLoad() function.

We define a load-balancing algorithm as a strategy of redistributing work among
processes in such a way that the load-imbalance ratio decreases over time: rn+1 ≤
rn. In this question, we will study the following diffusion-like algorithm: after
iteration n, each process will send/receive work to/from its neighboring processes
(i+ 1, j),(i− 1, j),(i, j+ 1) and (i, j− 1) by comparing its workload with theirs.
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If wn
i,j > wn

i+1,j, process (i, j) will send work equal to
[
wn

i,j−wn
i+1,j

λ

]
to process

(i + 1, j); otherwise, it will receive work from process (i + 1, j). Here, [x] is
the round towards zero function (e.g. [±3.9] = ±3) and λ = 8 a user-defined
constant. The same will happen for processes (i− 1, j),(i, j + 1) and (i, j − 1).
This results in the following equation

wn+1
i,j = wn

i,j+

[
wn
i+1,j − wn

i,j

λ

]
+

[
wn
i−1,j − wn

i,j

λ

]
+

[
wn
i,j+1 − wn

i,j

λ

]
+

[
wn
i,j−1 − wn

i,j

λ

]
.

(5)

a) (5 points)Your first task is to arrange the processes in a Cartesian M ×M
grid. Create a Cartesian communicator and a periodic grid of processes. Also,
each process should know the rank IDs of its neighboring processes, as well
as its own indices (i, j).

b) (10 points) To facilitate exchange of workload between processes, create a
custom MPI Datatype that allows processes to send/receive Block struct
instances. Your approach must be portable.

c) (10 points)Implement Equation (5), in order to make the computation faster
by balancing workload among processes. Please refer to the skeleton code for
more details.
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Question 3: Matrix-vector multiplication with CUDA (20 points)

Let M be a column-major N×N matrix and v a vector of size N . The task is
to compute the matrix-vector product w = Mv. A simple (and inefficient) C++
code for computing the product is as follows:

1 void gemvCPU(const double ∗m, const double ∗v, double ∗w, int N) {
2 // Note: m is stored in column−major order!
3

4 for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
5 double sum = 0.0;
6 for (int j = 0; j < N; ++j)
7 sum += m[j ∗ N + i] ∗ v[j];
8 w[i] = sum;
9 }

10 }

a) (10 points)Translate the function gemvCPU to CUDA, such that each thread
computes one element of w. Make sure there are no out-of-bounds array
accesses.

b) (10 points)In a naive implementation, each thread of each block reads the
whole vector v from memory. Optimize the code by using shared memory.
That is, ensure that elements of v are read from the global memory only once
per block, as opposed to once per thread.

Note: no error checking is necessary.
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Question 4: Unique operation with CUDA (25 points)

Let {ai} be an array of N integers. We want to perform the unique operation,
where each consecutive group of equal values is squashed into a single element.
Let {ui} denote the produced array and L the produced array size. An example
input array ai (N = 12) and the corresponding outputs ui and L are shown in
the following table:

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
ai (input) 4 4 4 1 1 9 4 4 2 2 2 2

ui (output) 4 1 9 4 2
L (output) 5

One way of computing ui and L is as follows:

1. definemi ∈ {0, 1}, a Boolean mask of elements we want to keep (for example,
we can keep the last element of each group of equal elements: mi = 1 if and
only if i = N − 1 or ai 6= ai+1),

2. define e0 = 0, ei = m0 + · · ·+mi−1, the exclusive scan (exscan) of mi,

3. for all i with mi = 1, copy ai to uei,

4. compute total size L as eN−1 +mN−1.

For the array ai above, arrays mi and ei are shown in the following table:

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
ai (input) 4 4 4 1 1 9 4 4 2 2 2 2

mi (temporary) 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
ei (temporary) 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 4

For example, the element a7 = 4 is selected because a7 6= a8 and is copied to the
position e7 = 3 of the output array u.

a) (5 points) Implement building blocks required for computing ei. Complete the
functions computeWarpInscan and computeBlockInscan (exscan ei can be
computed from inscan by subtracting mi).

b) (10 points)Implement a kernel blockUniqueKernel that performs the unique
operation on an array of size N ≤ 1024, by processing 1 input element per
thread.
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c) (10 points)In order to parallelize the unique operation using the whole GPU,
we need to compute the exscan ei and copy ai to uei with multiple blocks.
To accomplish that, we first compute how many mi = 1 elements each block
has and use that to compute what part of the output array u will each block
produce (i.e. what is the offset with respect to u). Finally, the algorithm
from the previous subquestion is augmented to store the output with the
corresponding offset.
Implement this three-stage algorithm, the required kernels and the launch
logic. Allocate and deallocate any required arrays. Assume N ≤ 10242.

d) (mock extra) Since the requried ei is an exscan of Boolean values (not in-
tegers), we can further optimize its computation. Optimize the functions
computeWarpInscan and computeBlockInscan for Booleans using intrin-
sics below.

e) (mock extra) For an input size N � 1 and output size L, estimate the
asymptotic total number of bytes that the algorithm in subquestion c) reads
from and writes to the global memory. Propose a way to reduce the total
memory load.

Notes:
• no error checking is necessary.

Hint: One or more of the following intrinsics might be useful:
1 /// Synchronize threads of a block and return the number of threads with

‘predicate != 0‘.
2 int __syncthreads_count(int predicate);
3

4 /// Copy from a warp lane with lower ID relative to the caller.
5 T __shfl_up_sync(unsigned mask, T var, int srcLane, int width=warpSize);
6

7 /// Returns a mask of warp lanes in ‘mask‘ with ‘predicate != 0‘.
8 unsigned __ballot_sync(unsigned mask, int predicate);
9

10 /// Count the number of bits that are set to 1 in a 32−bit integer.
11 int __popc(unsigned x);
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